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8 53

The section's opening paragraph states that project 

streets are "intended to serve local access at low 

speeds."  What is "low speeds?"  I think transit 

streets should be 25 mph. Scott

8.1 56 8.1

Illinois St --Humboldt to 22nd: ROW feet shows 74', 

but sum of ROW elements from Street Elements 

column is 80' (D4D section confirms this) Carli

8.1.7 57

"No off-street parking will be provided for proposed 

retail uses on the project site."  Need to note 

exception of possible grocery store Scott

8.2.1 58

Since the raised mid-blocked crossing are 

"anticipated to have more intensive pedestrian 

activities," what is the plan to monitor and address 

the pedestrians-transit operations interactions to see 

if there needs to be signage or other controls to 

ensure safety and support both modes?
Scott/Carli

8.4 65

Mention of phasing plan-- please add reference to fig 

1.3 Carli

68 8.3

Should show interim bus route as well (EB on  23rd, 

left to NB Maryland, right to EB Humboldt, right to 

SB Delaware, right to WB 23rd)-- in this case, interim 

is before full build out of site and of P70 site Carli

5.2.3 148

"...may be shared public ways…" what is the back-up 

design if they are not shared streets? mari



8.1.7 57-58

might also reference other shared mobility 

allowances e.g. shared electric scooters so they have 

a place to charge mari

8.1.7 57-58

for parking that is below grade and there is bike 

parking down there, consider the ramp grade, 

anything over ~10% is an effort for the average rider--

if the ramp needs to be that steep or steeper 

consider how bicyclists will get to the bike parking 

(again, only relevant if bike parking is down with the 

cars) mari

79,87 8.8

Re shuttle stop on Humboldt: If this is the proposed 

(post-XX implementation) stop location, they need to 

delete the landscaping between the trees.  This area 

needs to be accessible for wheelchair users and the 

accessible lift.  Moreover, people need a place to 

wait on the sidewalk.
James 

Appendix F

Transit should be designed for, rather than 

accommodated. Appendix F shows a B45 

accomodated turn from SB Delaware to WB 23rd. This 

can be achieved by adjusting the turn template and the raised buffer – see 

attached notes (on Appendix F pdf page). James, Dustin


